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Abstract

This article provides a critical assessment of the scholarly analysis of the persona of the early modern philosopher. In particular, it examines the ways in which historians have tended to analyse the formation of philosophical personhoods in terms of spiritual exercises while at the same time subordinating this aspect of self-formation to larger institutional and sociopolitical contexts and levels of explanation. By presenting spiritual exercises as a prerequisite for or even as a means of shaping a self motivated to pursue and seize institutional and sociopolitical power, one risks trivializing the therapeutic function at the very core of those exercises’ significance. The article examines the intellectual traditions and assumptions that have paved the way for this interpretation and argues for a more thorough analysis of the therapeutic context, an analysis that raises other research questions and ultimately paves the way for a rather different understanding of what it meant to be and live as a philosopher in the early modern period. Although the article focuses on the persona of the early modern philosopher, it also invites readers interested in persona, identity formation and spiritual exercise in other historical contexts.
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Introduction

The analytical concept of persona has emerged in recent decades as a powerful tool for analyzing socially recognizable types or offices in early modern philosophy and science. The aim of this article is to provide a critical assessment of this strand of analysis, its strengths and merits, its weaknesses and shortcomings, and its overlooked usages and potentials.

* Andreas Rydberg, universitetslektor i idéhistoria, Uppsala universitet. andreas.rydberg@idehist.uu.se
Although the focus is on the persona of the early modern philosopher, many of the issues raised are relevant for the historical analysis of persona and identity formation more broadly. The assessment thus invites historians specializing in early modern philosophy and science as well as those interested in and working with these perspectives in other historical contexts.

In the discussion that follows, I focus on the tensions between the social constructivist approach to persona as an office and the increasingly popular perspective on philosophy as spiritual exercises and technologies of the self. While analyzing the self as socially constructed through and through, from the cultivation of specific cognitive capacities, skills and virtues to the ways in which this work mobilized powerful sociopolitical agents, historians have tended to subordinate the level of self-formation through spiritual exercises to larger institutional and sociopolitical contexts and levels of explanation. In doing so, they move away from the original project of the French historians and philosophers Pierre Hadot and Michel Foucault in first developing their conceptions of spiritual exercises and technologies of the self—that is, to analyse premodern philosophy as essentially therapeutic work on the self. But what happens to this therapeutic core—the daily regimen pursued to relieve the mind of the passions associated with public life—if we reduce it to a mere prerequisite or means for achieving institutional and sociopolitical objectives?

The first part of the article examines what assumptions, starting points, problems and questions characterize the analysis of the early modern philosopher as an office, its strengths and advantages but also what has been lost by downplaying and reinterpreting the therapeutic contexts highlighted by Hadot and Foucault. I then turn to Hadot and Foucault to show that their therapeutic approach invites different research questions and ultimately a rather different understanding of philosophy and the philosopher. Taking an empirical turn, the last part of the article highlights the case of the Leibnizian philosopher Christian Wolff to show that, depending on which discourses and genres we look at, it is possible to show that their therapeutic approach invites different research questions and ultimately a rather different understanding of philosophy and the philosopher. While analyzing the self as socially constructed through and through, from the cultivation of specific cognitive capacities, skills and virtues to the ways in which this work mobilized powerful sociopolitical agents, historians have tended to subordinate the level of self-formation through spiritual exercises to larger institutional and sociopolitical contexts and levels of explanation.

The early modern philosopher as an office

While social scientists have sometimes used persona to capture more or less superficial social roles or masks, adopted in different situations and for different purposes, the concept of persona as an office relies on the assumption that there is no real self behind the socially constructed self. In the introduction to their anthology *The Philosopher in Early Modern Europe*, the editors—Conal Condren, Stephen Gaukroger and Ian Hunter—draw on this usage when emphasizing that the volume focuses on “the contested character of philosophy, and the persona necessary for its practice, that is, the purpose-built ‘self’ whose cognitive capacities and moral bearing are cultivated for the sake of a knowledge deemed philosophical.”

Such analysis requires that we attend both to the kind of practices that individuals have to perform in order to conduct themselves in a “philosophical” manner and to the ways in which this very work on the self is constantly shaped and negotiated in relation to larger institutional and sociopolitical contexts. To take this radically contextualist approach seriously means that we must analyze and link the level of self-formation through locally situated practices and exercises to the larger sociopolitical field, where different offices such as the scholar, the metaphysician, the experimentalist, the technocrat etc., were engaged in a battle over the meaning of philosophy and what it meant to be and live as a philosopher. To explore how historians have construed these links, in this section I examine two particularly prominent and thorough accounts: Gaukroger’s readings of Francis Bacon and Hunter’s readings of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz.

In Francis Bacon and the Transformation of Early-Modern Philosophy Gaukroger draws attention to how Bacon elaborated the new science in relation to the ancient concept of philosophy as cultura animi. Accordingly, philosophy provided a cure for the mind perturbed by passions deriving from ignorance and misconceptions. While in its classical form the cultura animi was typically developed as a part of moral philosophy, Bacon redirected the task to natural philosophy. Thus seen, Bacon’s famous idols emerge as diseases of the mind that are cured not through the traditional cultura animi but rather through the regimen provided by the new natural philosophy. Methodical rules and prescriptions thus compensated for some of the natural inclinations that corrupted human knowledge and the human mind. While some scholars have argued that Bacon’s cultura animi should indeed be understood as a therapeutic regimen in its own right, Gaukroger rather suggests that it was part of the much larger project of turning the hitherto mostly esoteric discipline of natural philosophy into a public science. This goal required the reshaping
Hunter further argues, constitutes perfections, thereby becoming himself more and more perfect. This method, the philosopher obtains increasingly perfect knowledge of the divine perfections and the perfection of the being who seeks this knowledge. That is, by perfecting his skills in mathematics, physics and metaphysics, of perfections and the perfection of the being who seeks this knowledge. Hunter argues that there is a reciprocal relation between the knowledge and personal level could one become the kind of person necessary to reform. That is, only by transforming the self on a deeply psychological level could one become the kind of person necessary to reform philosophy.

In the early and middle decades of the seventeenth century, natural philosophy and philosophy more generally were seen as being in desperate need of radical reform in several quarters. Bacon, Descartes and Galileo saw this reform as being carried out by a new kind of person: a philosopher quite unlike the clerical scholastics who wrote and taught philosophy. These new kinds of philosopher were not simply people who carried out investigations in a different way from their predecessors. To carry out such investigations they needed to have a wholly different persona. The techniques of self-examination and self-investigation… opened up the possibility of a new understanding of one's psychology, motivation and sense of responsibility, and shaped one's personal, moral and intellectual bearing.

Spiritual exercises are depicted here as conducive to the crafting of a certain persona, which in turn constituted a necessary condition for reform. That is, only by transforming the self on a deeply psychological and personal level could one become the kind of person necessary to reform philosophy.

A second example is Hunter’s explicitly Hadotian reading of Leibniz in Rival Enlightenments. Analyzing Leibniz’s metaphysics of perfection, Hunter argues that there is a reciprocal relation between the knowledge of perfections and the perfection of the being who seeks this knowledge. That is, by perfecting his skills in mathematics, physics and metaphysics, the philosopher obtains increasingly perfect knowledge of the divine perfections, thereby becoming himself more and more perfect. This method, Hunter further argues, constitutes a spiritual exercise – a ‘work of the self on the self’ – aimed at forming a person who will relate to their concepts and themselves in this way. This exercise operates by inducing a (milieu-specific) state of metaphysical anxiety or longing for pure vision of the intelligibles, thence to resolve it through assiduous winnowing of the husks of empirical perception, leading finally to the contemplation of pure ideas as if they were the source of empirical experience. This is the ascesis lying behind Leibniz’s claim that in order to know the pure ideas or ‘hidden perfections’ individuals must perfect themselves, as human understanding has to approach the same intensity or perfection of being as its spiritual object.

That Leibniz’s method of abstraction is a spiritual exercise pursued to access quasi-divine or rational truths also means that the acquisition of this knowledge is in fact inseparable from the formation of a particular persona: that of the self-purifying metaphysical sage. As the embodiment of a certain form of knowledge, the self-purifying sage was both instrumental to and an outcome of the process through which Leibniz channeled the authority of the Schulmetaphysik into a new conception of philosophy and the philosopher.

Leibniz was engaged in a process both more contentious and less benign than that of making religion safe for reason, or vice versa. In fact he was attempting to transfer the philosophical mediation of the Christian faith – together with all of the power and prestige attaching to it – from the custodianship of confessional theologians to that of rationalist metaphysicians.

There is an ambiguity in both Gaukroger’s and Hunter’s analyses insofar as the work on the self sometimes appears as a means to realize sociopolitical objectives, and sometimes as a mere prerequisite. Both interpretations may appear as logical consequences of the underlying assumption that even the most introverted spiritual exercise must be understood in relation to social norms and ideals as well as to the larger contexts of which these are part. Nonetheless, they do not represent the only options. The tendency to situate analyses of philosophy as spiritual exercise within larger sociopolitical contexts should be understood in relation to both the contextual turn within intellectual history and the practice turn within history of science. In both cases, narrow teleological histories of great men and revolutionizing abstract ideas have been revealed as anachronistic projections with little historical support. To understand philosophy and science one must instead take a broader approach and reconstruct practices, the personas involved in the practices and the larger institutional, social and political contexts of which they were part. The analysis of spiritual exercises has aligned perfectly with these trends, and particularly with the practice turn, while the Hadotian claim that the exercises were part of a radically self-transformative quest for wisdom has been harder to accept. Well aware that such a claim comes dangerously close to the heroification of reason and great men, historians have tended to recontextualize these self-proclaimed quests for wisdom as sociopolitical.
Thus seen, Bacon’s cultura animi and Leibniz’s metaphysical ascesis were inseparable from the sociopolitically motivated attempts to challenge established views of philosophy and the philosopher. While these readings certainly deliver many valuable insights, in the following section I turn to Hadot and Foucault, arguing that their perspectives open the way for a rather different but equally critical analysis.

**Philosophy as a way of life and the limits of the sociopolitical**

Reflecting on his own philosophical trajectory, Hadot recalls how, around 1962, he struggled to understand the many inconsistencies and contradictions that seem to mark ancient philosophical texts. While these perceived shortcomings had traditionally been taken as indications of the embryotic state of philosophy at the time, Hadot started to suspect that in fact they reflected a radically different conception of philosophy. Since then, Hadot has shown in numerous studies that ancient philosophy was first of all a way of life devoted to spiritual exercise. The function of philosophical texts was here to serve as supporting material, providing guidelines and reminders regarding the practice of such exercises. Ultimately, it is this usage that explains why texts were typically composed as slow, repetitive and often fragmentary variations on given themes rather than as coherent philosophical systems. To have the desired effects, spiritual exercises had to be practiced on a regular basis, preferably by being incorporated as a daily routine. Practitioners ought to start every morning by considering what they have to do during the day and what principles will guide and inspire these actions, and end the evening by evaluating their own thoughts and conduct. Spiritual exercises thus constituted a part of philosophy, conceived as “a concrete attitude and determinate lifestyle, which engages the whole of existence… a conversion which turns our entire life upside down, changing the life of the person who goes through it.” Underlying the ancient conception of radical transformation was a distinction between normal human life and the philosophical life. As Hadot points out, the latter represents “a complete reversal of our usual way of looking at things. We are to switch from our ‘human’ vision of reality, in which our values depend on our passions, to a ‘natural’ vision of things, which replaces each event within the perspective of universal nature.” The distinction reflects the ancient view that human beings are diseased by passions, and that people are prevented from living a good life because they are dominated by desires and fears. It is against this background that spiritual exercises become relevant, as “[l]ittle by little, they make possible the indispensable metamorphosis of our inner self.” In sharp contrast to traditional readings of the Hellenistic philosophical classics as beautiful but randomly compiled aphorisms, Hadot shows that they were in fact meticulously crafted spiritual exercises organized as variations on a number of main themes. Epictetus thus distinguished between three main functions of the soul—judgement, desire and impulse towards action. These could all, with the help of training, be controlled. And the one who learned to control them was fully in control of his own happiness, in the sense that no matter what happened, thoughts, feelings and actions were a matter of choice rather than an effect of external events. The vision of being in full control of the mind again highlights the radical nature of this turn from the normal to the philosophical way of life.

An important part of Hadot’s work has been to uncover the historical process through which philosophy has gradually transformed into the kind of abstract theoretical activity that we are familiar with today. Adducing extensive historical evidence, Hadot shows that the Christian church fathers not only adopted the ancient philosophical exercises but also presented Christianity as a specific way of life. In the monastic tradition, *philosophia* thus typically referred to a lived wisdom or way of life. In the Middle Ages this changed in two ways. On the one hand, in the new universities the somewhat confused relation between philosophy and theology crystalized into a hierarchical order in which the former was downgraded to a mere servant of the latter. As the principal function of philosophy became to provide a logical, physical and metaphysical foundation for theology, it ceased to be a way of life. On the other hand, at the same time as “we can say that philosophy in the Middle Ages had become a purely theoretical and abstract activity” spiritual exercises nevertheless “found themselves integrated into Christian spirituality.” That is, at the same time as philosophy became an abstract theoretical endeavor at the universities, it continued to prosper within spiritual and mystical traditions. In the early modern age, this latter heritage blossomed in spiritual blockbusters such as Ignatius of Loyola’s *Spiritual Exercises* (*Exercitium Spiritualia*, 1548). As Hadot has pointedly remarked, “Ignatius’ *Exercitium spiritualia* are nothing but a Christian version of a Greco-Roman tradition.” The consequence of this genealogy is that it is first of all within the spiritual branch of the Christian tradition, rather than within academic philosophy, that we should look for the legacy of the ancient view of philosophy as spiritual exercise.

Around 1982 Hadot’s reading inspired Foucault’s analysis of pagan and Christian technologies of the self. Foucault’s interest in the self was the logical consequence of lifelong engagement with the relation between knowledge, power, truth and self. As such it did not break with his earlier work but represented a shift in focus: whereas the earlier studies explored...
the way in which power operates on a social and institutional level by producing and organizing subjects, the later Foucault examined how power organized subjects so to speak from within, by instituting internal mechanisms of prohibitions and renunciation.

I conceived of a rather odd project: not the evolution of sexual behavior but the projection of a history of the link between the obligation to tell the truth and the prohibitions against sexuality. I asked: How had the subject been compelled to decipher himself in regard to what was forbidden? It is a question of the relation between asceticism and truth.28

Hadot’s approach offered a tool for analysing technologies of the self in a context that pre-dated and was radically different from that of modern society and its institutions. In the ancient pagan culture “[o]ne takes care of the self for oneself, and this care finds its own reward in the care of the self. In the care of the self one is one’s own object and end.”29 It is precisely this “care of the self for oneself” that defines ancient subjectivity and that justifies its special role in the larger genealogy of the relation between truth and power. Summarizing the ancient practice of the self, Foucault distinguishes three principal functions.

[a] First of all, a critical function. The practice of the self must enable one to rid oneself of all one’s bad habits and all the false opinions one may get from the crowd or from bad teachers, as well as from parents and associates…. [b] But it also has a function of struggle. The practice of the self is conceived as an ongoing battle…. [c] But most of all this culture of the self has a curative and therapeutic function.30

Whereas these functions served the positive role of realizing a healthy and sound self in the pagan culture, Christianity implied a shift towards a hermeneutics of prohibition, self-exposure and renunciation. Fueled by the eschatology of the Fall and the corruption of human nature—notions that were foreign to the pagans—self-examination became a matter of identifying and exposing sins. Foucault thus points out that within Christianity:

[c] Each person has the duty to know who he is, that is, to try to know what is happening inside him, to acknowledge faults, to recognize temptations, to locate desires, and everyone is obliged to disclose these things either to God or to others in the community and hence to bear public or private witness against oneself.31

In this light, the Christian technology of the self appears as a concentration of the ancient approach to philosophy. It is against this background that we should understand Ignatius’ call for a life structured around systematic daily self-examination.

The sociopolitical reading of the cultura animi responds in a particular way to the Hadotian claim that philosophy entailed a complete reversal, “from our ‘human’ vision of reality…. to a ‘natural’ vision of things.”32 To examine this response, it might be useful to distinguish between a strong and a moderate (or a more Hadotian) sociopolitical reading. According to a strong sociopolitical reading, the appeal to self-transformative spiritual exercises should be understood as merely a strategy to secure sociopolitical power. Thus seen, spiritual exercises were of little importance apart from serving a rhetorical function. Although Gaukroger’s and Hunter’s analyses are sometimes ambivalent, in that certain passages support the above perspective, they generally represent a moderate reading in which spiritual exercises form a philosophical self capable and motivated to pursue and seize sociopolitical authority and power.

Two points are particularly worth making here. First, the moderate sociopolitical reading welcomes the approach to philosophy as spiritual exercise while at the same time downplaying the more “idealistic” claims that these exercises served to completely transform the individual, or recontextualizing such claims as sociopolitical assertions. Second, while such a reading clearly avoids the pitfall of heroification, I think that it nevertheless comes at the cost of obscuring a central aspect of both Hadot’s and Foucault’s analyses. As Hadot has pointedly remarked,

[t]he philosopher lives in an intermediate state. He is not a sage, but he is not a non-sage, either. He is therefore constantly torn between the non-philosophical and the philosophical life, between the domain of the habitual and the everyday, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the domain of consciousness and lucidity. To the same extent that the philosophical life is equivalent to the practice of spiritual exercises, it is also a tearing away from everyday life.33

The philosophical life took the form of a continuous and unceasing struggle against the desires that defined ordinary existence. To be a philosopher was in reality therefore not to be a sage but rather to be constantly torn between the philosophical and the non-philosophical, and to use spiritual exercises to effect a change in the direction of the former. This logic is aptly illustrated in Hadot’s analysis of the stoic emperor Marcus Aurelius: being the most powerful sociopolitical agent of his time, Aurelius used stoic exercises not to increase and fortify power but rather as a form of therapeutic counter-regimen, a bulwark against exactly those desires and temptations that had plunged so many of his forerunners into ruin.34 Rather than acknowledging spiritual exercises as a therapeutic counter-
regimen for a subject that was fundamentally torn between the philosophical and the non-philosophical, the moderate sociopolitical reading smooths over this opposition, presenting instead a deliberate and unified project of self-formation. Whereas Hadot suggests that spiritual exercises enabled the practitioner to handle the hardships of life, at the cost of configuring a partly divided identity, the moderate sociopolitical reading tends to see exercises as something that shape, unite and empower the philosopher as an agent. In other words, the two perspectives tend to start out from and produce rather different conceptions of the subject and of agency.35 Turning to Foucault, we find a similar strand of analysis. That is, what marks the care of the self for itself is exactly its way of unfolding as a struggle or resistance. Here too a tension emerges in the attempt to frame spiritual exercises within sociopolitical readings: by subsuming self-criticism, internal conflict and therapy within larger sociopolitical objectives, we risk losing the absolutely central therapeutic function of philosophy and the philosophical life.

Epistemic and therapeutic regimens of spiritual exercises in early modern philosophy

At this point an objection might be that the moderate sociopolitical reading is in fact both historically justifiable and necessary. Since early modern philosophy no longer constituted a way of life in the ancient sense it is imperative to develop another kind of analysis. And this is exactly what the moderate sociopolitical reading accomplishes by approaching the philosopher as an office. Thus seen, the moderate sociopolitical reading represents a necessary shift for understanding the new conditions and roles of the philosopher. While there is certainly some truth to this claim, in this section I problematize it by distinguishing between two different regimens of spiritual exercises. The first features what can be referred to as epistemic exercises. Figuring mainly in metaphysical, logical and natural philosophical genres and discourses, these exercises served to cultivate and perfect epistemic abilities, skills and virtues associated with knowledge, competence and persuasiveness, and, by extension, with sociopolitical power. It was by means of these exercises that Leibniz shaped the persona of the metaphysical sage as a powerful sociopolitical agent. Second, there was a long and still highly vibrant tradition of therapeutic exercises to be performed daily, often at specific times, aimed at examining and curing the soul of desires and passions. These highly regulated exercises typically figured in various ethical genres and discourses, from extensive treatises to brief practical handbooks. The point of distinguishing between these two regimens is to highlight their contrasting attitudes toward sociopolitical power. Whereas epistemic exercises were often depicted as a more or less direct route to sociopolitical objectives, therapeutic exercises were typically highlighted as a bulwark against excessive longing for wealth, status and power. By reinterpreting this latter strand as sociopolitical or even rhetorical one risks depriving the discourse of any real ability to perform its therapeutic function; to configure the kind of inward-oriented, divided subject that Hadot has referred to, a subject that by virtue of the philosophical discourse identifies its own natural inclinations and desires as diseases to be diagnosed, treated and cured.

To illustrate the relevance of this distinction for understandings of the early modern philosopher, I will turn to another concrete example discussed by Hunter.36 The case in point is the Leibnizian philosopher Christian Wolff. Hunter argues that Wolff follows closely in the footsteps of his predecessor in portraying the world as a reflection of divine perfection and its inhabitants as reflecting the divine intellect. This perspective has ethical implications insofar as man is morally obliged to cultivate and perfect the self, preferably by practicing philosophy and science. “Like his predecessor, Wolff treats the contemplation of the divine perfections or concepts as the means by which humans perfect their intellectual natures, thereby aspiring to a condition of rational self-purification in which rational conduct and felicity are one and the same.”37 Hunter further argues that Wolff, in his political writings, deliberately merges the personas of the sage and the prince. “[A]s the true direction of government requires a ruler who has purified himself of all self-interest and thereby acts on the basis of rational insights alone, only the metaphysical sage is in a position to direct the government.”38 He then continues by linking Wolff’s political discourse to his notorious conflict with the Pietists. The latter accused Wolff of being inimical to Christian morality and finally succeeded in having him expelled from Prussia in 1723, an exile that lasted until King Frederick the Great reinstated him as a professor at the University of Halle in 1740. The Wolff affair has attracted a great deal of research; it is now well known that Wolff tailored his philosophy to suit the needs of the Prussian state, and that his bold vision of philosophy and the philosophical sage provoked and challenged the Pietists.39 Drawing on some of this research, Hunter argues that in Wolff we see another, even more illustrative example of how the persona of the metaphysical sage was deliberately crafted to wrest authority and power from the confessional theologians. Here too Hunter pursues a moderate sociopolitical reading in which the shaping of the persona of the metaphysical sage through spiritual exercises becomes a prerequisite for and a means to achieve sociopolitical objectives.

Although Hunter acknowledges the purging of the passions from the mind, it is primarily an epistemic process, pursued to enable philosophical
knowledge and truth, and by extension powerful sociopolitical agency, rather than a therapeutic one, relieving the mind from worries and suffering. On closer scrutiny, however, Wolff’s *German Ethics* (*Vernünfftige Gedancken von der Menschen Thun und Lassen*, 1722) reveals precisely this second type of therapeutic regimen, consisting of regular self-examinations.

1. When one wakes up early one shall consider what needs to be done during the day, and what else may occur as a result of it. 2. Thereupon one shall endeavor to examine what each of these actions contributes to the perfection of our inward and outward state or also how it may be detrimental to the same (§ 146). 3. When one wants to go to sleep, one should reflect on everything one has done and omitted during the day, and finally, 4. examine how much we have contributed to the fulfilment of our final goal. If one continues this work unceasingly, then the desired habit will soon be there.⁴⁰

While such exercises might appear as mere training in planning and efficiency, the context is rather the kind of therapy of desire and examination of conscience and moral conduct that Hadot and Foucault refer to. That this is indeed the case becomes increasingly clear as Wolff steers the discussion to the negative impact of the senses, imagination, and the affects. The emerging picture is that of a struggle between these forces and reason. “Thus it is said that they are fighting each other, and when man resists the senses, the imagination, and the affects, or reason retains the upper hand, that he overcomes himself, and, having overcome himself, and thus having his free actions under his control, is master over himself.”⁴¹

The possibility of being in control of these forces led naturally to the question of how to achieve this.

Whoever therefore wants to resist them and thereby maintain dominion over them (§ 184), must again be able to refrain from the prejudices of good and evil and keep his attention undisturbed. Both happen when a person 1. has a strong desire to do nothing but what is in accordance with the main intention of his life (§ 165 & seqq.): 2. acquires the skill to judge, in every case that occurs, whether our actions and omissions are in accordance with the main intention of the whole life or not (§ 146): 3. finally gets into the habit of considering all his actions and omissions (§ 173) and of remembering his good intention the whole day (§ 175).⁴²

That the realization of the moral self was a matter of forming, of diligent exercise rather than rote learning of abstract doctrines, was something Wolff repeatedly emphasized.

And since all skill is acquired only through much exercise, while each of the rules that must be observed in order to assert dominion over the senses, imagination, and affects requires a special skill, it is not possible to obtain this dominion without much and long exercise. And it is therefore a great misfortune that one does not even think of such exercises and that one wants to attain virtue without them.⁴⁴

Having stressed the importance of exercise, Wolff returned to and summarized the requirements of a life in accordance with natural law.

Now it can finally be shown how one can bring oneself and others to live according to the law of nature. Namely, one must 1. arouse a strong desire to live according to it; 2. make one skilled to judge whether an action is according to the law of nature or not: 3. show how to discover the obstacles and finally 4. teach how to avoid them.”⁴⁵

Later in the treatise Wolff discussed in detail how to free oneself from the affects. “All affects arise from unclear conceptions of good and evil. Therefore, one finds that they subside when one frees oneself of confusion and tries to imagine the good or the evil clearly.”⁴⁶ Since misconceptions continue to produce affects that eventually turn into bad habits and patterns of behavior, it was crucial to establish a regimen whereby misconceptions are systematically identified, treated and cured. Over time one would eventually learn to recognize recurring affects and to replace these with virtuous habits. To illustrate how specific affects could be cured through particular therapeutic exercises Wolff presented a number of concrete examples.

Precisely because hatred arises when we perceive something in a person that arouses our displeasure, this vile affect cannot be eradicated unless we either recognize that that which we dislike is in fact not to be found in the person, or that which we find in him arouses displeasure in us without cause…. Since it arises from what we find displeasing in a person, we must always get into the habit of focusing on the good things we find in others and of turning the bad things to the best. Love for all people is also a good remedy for hatred.⁴⁷

In another paragraph Wolff discussed how to get rid of envy. While envy stems from hatred and therefore typically disappears when hatred disappears, some particularly complex situations might require a more specific examination and curative prescription.

For example, if one envies another because of his wealth, one must examine what else we possess that is good for the other, and consider whether we would be willing to exchange it for his wealth, especially if we find that
with greater wealth we could not obtain more comforts of life than we now have. Then we will find that we envy him without cause, since we are not willing to exchange our condition with his. As in our example, it can be argued that great wealth, especially in the circumstances in which we find ourselves, could not make us happier. Contentment is the surest remedy against envy.

Regardless of the different affects and their causes, Wolff typically prescribed self-examination in combination with therapeutic exercises directed towards specific affects. To establish a daily routine of self-examination was a good start, but it was equally important to actually use these to analyse and confront one’s actions, volitions, feelings and thoughts and to engage with those affects that threatened to corrupt the soul. Much like in Hadot and Foucault, spiritual exercises here appear as a therapeutic counter-regimen used to alleviate the desires and worries that constituted an inevitable part of human life.

In relation to the analytical framework discussed earlier, this therapeutic regimen can be interpreted in two strikingly different ways. The first would be to adopt Hunter’s moderate sociopolitical reading, according to which the therapeutic care of the self becomes just another step in the pursuit of sociopolitical authority and power. However, as pointed out earlier, this reading downplays the capacity of the therapeutic discourse to configure a subject genuinely committed to critical self-examination. The second option would be to adopt a strong Hadotian reading by viewing Wolff’s regimen as part of a long tradition of therapeutic exercises that ultimately aimed to temper the mind and protect it from the desires that were an inevitable part of public life. This reading entails a shift away from the kind of unified subject that the sociopolitical reading posits, and toward a view of the early modern philosopher as someone who, to borrow Hadot’s words “lives in an intermediate state ... constantly torn between the non-philosophical and the philosophical life,” someone who values political engagement and influence but also recognizes the importance of maintaining a regular therapeutic regimen to avoid being corrupted by these very worldly pursuits. These two possible readings reveal different understandings of what it meant to be and live as a philosopher in the early modern period.

Although Wolff is just one example, the distinction between epistemic and therapeutic exercises can be used to explain some of the tensions in the broader scholarly discussion of the identity of the early modern philosopher, and particularly of the applications and limits of the Hadotian reading. If we consider many of the most prominent moderate sociopolitical readings, it seems that they often operate by recontextualizing epistemological discourses in terms of practices and exercises (thereby breaking with what Knud Haakonssen has referred to as the “epistemological paradigm”) and by connecting these to larger sociopolitical contexts. In this they are perfectly aligned with the overall historiographical turn to social practices and institutional and sociopolitical contexts. Given this interest, it makes perfect sense to focus on epistemic genres and discourses rather than therapeutic ones, on the cultivation of useful cognitive abilities rather than the interrogation of desires, motives and moral bearings that Hadot and Foucault have highlighted as the very core of the care of the self. Yet, it seems to me that this strand of analysis nevertheless tends to obscure the fact that rather distinctive and often highly regulated therapeutic discourses and genres were still very much at work in early modern philosophy. Taking these into account would, I think, invite a new set of research questions and a complementary analysis of the early modern philosopher as a partly divided and struggling subject, a person who cultivates and refines the mind in pursuit of power, while also acknowledging the dangers involved in such a project, and thus the necessity of maintaining a regular therapeutic counter-regimen.

Conclusion

This article addresses challenges connected to the analysis of the persona of the early modern philosopher. At the core of this analysis is the assumption that the formation of a certain kind of self through spiritual exercises cannot be distinguished from the contexts in which this self was recognized. The analysis of persona as a social type or office has the advantage of smoothly conjoining the level of self-formation through exercises and technologies of the self with larger institutional and sociopolitical contexts. Thus seen, Bacon’s and Leibniz’s regimens of the mind are indistinguishable from the formation of a certain persona and from the institutional and sociopolitical battles in which this persona was involved and recognized as an actor. However, this interpretation comes at the cost of neglecting the self-critical therapeutic function that both Hadot and Foucault have highlighted as the very core of ancient philosophy.

What is at stake in this discussion is the status of spiritual exercises. Did they, as Hadot and Foucault have argued, constitute a form of therapeutic counter-regimen undertaken to help individuals cope with the distress that constituted a natural part of human life, or did they rather serve to craft powerful sociopolitical agents? Underlying these divergent approaches are different assumptions rooted in different intellectual traditions. Whereas Hadot and Foucault use the concept of spiritual exercises to analyse the philosopher as fragmented, struggling and torn between
opposing discursive logics, a perspective aligned with the French structuralist tradition, intellectual historians and historians of science inspired by turns toward context and practice have instead used the concept to analyse the formation of powerful sociopolitical agents.

To further explore the relation between these two strands of analysis, I distinguish between epistemic and therapeutic regimes of spiritual exercises. The case of the Wolffian philosophy exemplifies this distinction; depending on what discourses and genres we look at, one and the same philosopher can be reconstructed as a skilled, diligent and driven sociopolitical agent or as a person structuring life around daily therapeutic self-examinations. Thus the systematic distinction between epistemic and therapeutic regimes, connected to that between discourses and genres, can be used to highlight some of the empirical complexities that mark the subject matter and thus also contribute to ambiguities in the secondary literature.

This article acknowledges the merits of the moderate sociopolitical reading, particularly when it comes to examining how spiritual exercises configure and mobilize powerful sociopolitical agents, but argues that a strong Hadotian reading invites new and hitherto mostly overlooked research questions. These new questions target the very experience of being divided, torn and in crisis, of struggling with the desirability and moral effects of power. How did these different forms and functions of exercises interact and impact philosophical identity formation? What did it mean to advance an office through epistemic exercises while at the same time interact and impact philosophical identity formation? What did it mean to be and live as a philosopher can be reconstructed as a skilled, diligent and driven sociopolitical agent or as a person structuring life around daily therapeutic self-examinations. Thus the systematic distinction between epistemic and therapeutic regimes, connected to that between discourses and genres, can be used to highlight some of the empirical complexities that mark the subject matter and thus also contribute to ambiguities in the secondary literature.

This article acknowledges the merits of the moderate sociopolitical reading, particularly when it comes to examining how spiritual exercises configure and mobilize powerful sociopolitical agents, but argues that a strong Hadotian reading invites new and hitherto mostly overlooked research questions. These new questions target the very experience of being divided, torn and in crisis, of struggling with the desirability and moral effects of power. How did these different forms and functions of exercises interact and impact philosophical identity formation? What did it mean to advance an office through epistemic exercises while at the same time entertaining a regimen of therapeutic exercises that often spotlighted the desire for authority as a source of corruption and vice? To what extent can we, as is clearly the case with the early modern Christian context, talk about struggle and crisis? What did such a struggle and crisis look like? To what extent did the philosophical discourse configure a subject ready to make sacrifices in the name of philosophy, and how were such sacrifices made? Questions such as these would, I think, open the way for a complementary analysis of what it meant to be and live as a philosopher in the early modern period—an analysis that acknowledges that the philosophical discourse configured both a powerful sociopolitical subject and a deeply self-critical one.

Notes


17. While intellectual historians and historians of science in particular have tended to play down Hadot’s more radical claims, there are also those who pursue a strong Hadotian reading of early modern philosophy as an essentially therapeutic endeavor. For a discussion of Hadotian readings of early modern philosophy see especially: Matthew Sharpe and Michael Ure, *Philosophy as a Way of Life: From Antiquity to Modernity* (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2021).


29. Foucault, *The Hermeneutics of the Subject*, 177.


34. Hadot, *The Inner Citadel*.

35. Since this article is a contribution to history rather than to philosophy, I have avoided, as far as possible, delving into basic philosophical positions. That said, it seems that the different positions regarding the subject reflect fundamental differences between the French poststructuralist tradition on the one hand and the more agency-oriented Cambridge school on the other.


40. Christian Wolff, *Verwaltungs Gedanken von der Menschen Thun und Lassen, zu Beförderung ihrer Glücklickkeit, den Liebhabern der Wahrheit mitgetheilt*, ed. Hans Werner Arndt, Christian Wolff Gesammelte Werke, Abt. 1, Deutsche Schriften, Bd. 4 (Hildesheim: Olms, 2006), 105–6, §. 173.1. Wenn man fröhlich erwacht, soll man bedenken was den Tag über nothwendig zu thun ist, und was durch dessen Veranlassung sonst etwas so vorhanfen kann. 2. Hierauf soll man sich bemühen zu untersuchen, was eine jede von diesen Handlungen zur Vollkommenheit unseres innerlichen und äußeren Zustandes beitrage, oder auch we sie vielleicht selbiger nachtheilig seyn kann (§. 146). 3. Wenn man schlaff gehen will, soll man sich auf alles besinnen, was man den Tag über gesehen und unterlassen hat, und endlich 4. untersuchen, was wir viel zu uns zu Entschuldung unserer letzten Absicht beigetragen. Wenn man diese Arbeit unausgesetzt forttreiben, so wird sich die verlangte Gewohnheit bald geben." 


46. Wolff, *German Ethics*, 273–74. §. 404. "Allein eben deswegen, weil der Haß entsteht, wenn wir bey einer Person wahrnehmen, was uns Mißvergnügen bringet (§. 454. Met.); so kan dieser wiedriger Affect nicht ausgerostet werden, als wenn wir entweder erkennen, dasjenigen, woran wir Mißfallen haben, seyn in der That nicht bey der Person anzutreffen, oder dasjenigen was wir bey ihr antreffen, erwecke bey uns ohne Ursache Mißvergnügen…. Da er nun aus dem entstehet, was wir mißhängig bey einer Person antreffen; so müssen wir uns gewöhnen allerzeit auf das gute zu sehen, was wir bey andern antreffen, und das schlimme zum besten zu kehren. Es ist auch ein gutes Mittel wieder den Haß die Liebe gegen alle Menschen (§. Ctxt. Met.)."

47. Wolff, *German Ethics*, 275, §. 456. "Z. B. mir bedienen einer andern wegen seines Reichthums: so hat man zu untersuchen, was wir sonst gutes für das andern besitzen, und zu überlegen ob wir wohl gesonnen wären solches mit seinem Reichthum zu vertauschen, zumal wir von der That nicht bey der Person anzutreffen, oder dasjenigen was wir bey ihr antreffen, erwecke bey uns ohne Ursache Mißvergnügen.…. Da er nun aus dem entstehet, was wir mißhängig bey einer Person antreffen; so müssen wir uns gewöhnen allerzeit auf das gute zu sehen, was wir bey andern antreffen, und das schlimme zum besten zu kehren. Es ist auch ein gutes Mittel wieder den Haß die Liebe gegen alle Menschen (§. Ctxt. Met.)."
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